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Weibo A number of Google Pixel 4 apps expected to debut on the new phones are now available for download. If you've followed the Pixel 4 leak frenzy, you may have seen a bunch of new developments after a site called Nextrift gained access to a preview of the Pixel 4 XL device. The website (via 9to5Google) shared a number of Pixel 4 apps — the new
Google Recorder app, the updated Pixel Launcher, the new Pixel Themes app, and a handful of new Pixel 4 wallpapers (via XDA). Now all these apps are available for download. Pixel Theme's appGoogle's new Pixel Themes app lets you customize fonts, icon design, highlighting colors, and more on Pixel 4 devices. While Google will possibly bring this app
to all Pixel users in the future, you can now download it with APK 9to5Google was able to access through the pre-release Pixel 4 XL device. Pixel Themes APK can be downloaded from the link in the button pasted below. You can go over to the 9to5Google link given above for the full instructions on how to do so. Download Pixel Themes APKPixel
LauncherThe new set of Pixel 4 apps also features Pixel Launcher. The only new change here is the ability to swipe down to access your device's notification status bar. The APK for Pixel Launcher was also taken from the pixel 4 XL pre-release device and will work with all Pixel devices. Download Pixel Launcher APKDownload Pixel 4 live wallpapersWhile
new live wallpapers on pixel 4 were uncovered by 9to5Google, a member of XDA Developers could change the APK so that anyone with an Android 7 and over 64-bit device can download them. You can choose from wallpapers called Prickly, Leafy, Rocky and Sights From The Sun. There is also a Doodle wallpaper that allows you to move objects around
the screen. With a compass background, you can select a location, and the compass then points to it. There are Living Universe sets of wallpapers that now have locations in Saudi Arabia, Australia and Switzerland. Six of the nine Pixel 4 wallpapers also support the dark mode of the entire system and go dark in accordance. Download Pixel 4 wallpapers on
the link below. Download Pixel 4 WallpapersGoogle Voice Recorder Google Pixel 4 phones come preinstalled with a voice recording app. The app allows you to start voice recording with the tap of the record button, and you can also share recordings directly from the app. Download Google Voice Recorder Tagged: GoogleGoogle Pixel 4 This all-in-one vocal
manipulation software offers hours of fun. Toggle the controls for your voice or try out the extra packages. Play around with fun pre-installed voices and change the sound qualities of how you talk to MorphVOX. Become a different person by changing the way you sound. MorphVOX is full of exciting features and tools that let you try out different ways to talk.
Enrich your gaming experience with the well-integrated support for online chats. Headset This application is compatible with minimal problem, and the setup is easy. Voices like a creepy giant or graceful pixie of your online character made RPGs a more immersive experience. Add the perfect touch to your audio project or movie using MorphVOX. The high-
quality sounds and speech learning algorithm complement your speech patterns and adapt to you. This feature continuously updates the software to match the voices it hears and offers the best high-quality audio sounds, and MorphVOX will add a polished finish to the project. Play the ultimate prank on your friends. You can sound like an animal, an alien or
just a grumpy old man. If you don't want to take it too far, try the background tool. This feature will play some atmosphere noise of you choose while talking. Trick your friends or work colleagues into thinking you're in a traffic jam or party. The noise reduction is great and will stop the receiver hearing the actual background sounds on your location. MorphVOX
is well designed and the tools are of high quality. It's a bit of a yd, which is off-putting for some. Additional voice packs are available for purchase. Where can you run this program? This software runs on Windows Vista to Windows 10, but works best on Windows 7. Is there a better option? No. This program has all the features you need to manipulate your
speech. If you want a free version, check out Voicemod.MorphVOX is impressive and definitely hits all the right notes. It works well and offers varied and useful tools. It can be improved by offering free extra packages, but all voices can be adjusted so that there may not be a need to pay for extra packages. Should you download it? Yes. By Marques Williams
360 Share Pro is a file sharing software that provides unlimited downloads of music, movies and applications. It's cheaply priced and you can download a free trial before signing up for the full version. Follow the link in the Resources to 360Share Pro 4.13.1 page on Softpedia. Tap Download link, located just above the screen of the Application toolbar. Click
External Mirror 1, located on the right side of the screen. Save the file to your hard drive. Open the executable file and follow the instructions. When it finishes installing, run the application. Note: To enable swipes for the Google Now gesture and stop the switch trigger crashing when you select a new background image, you need to flash the zip file linked
below via TWRP. Installing APK works, but it crashes when you start the wallpaper selector, and you can't swipe right for Google Now. You can install the wallpaper selector separately to stop the problem of e-tightness. It didn't take long. The new Google Nexus launcher APK is now available for download. I have installed it and it is the real deal, complete
with the new app tray and Google button for quick search and access to Google Now.When you long press on The screen is a settings menu that includes a Show Google app when you swipe left as well as screen rotation and app suggestion options at the top of the app drawer. Pressing the G button opens a quick search drawer and swiping from the left
edge opens Google Now.APK: the easy methodInstall APK above. Just enable unknown sources in your security settings, install Nexus Launcher APK (or mirror), tap home and select Nexus Launcher. You get all the Nexus Launcher features, except to swipe correctly for Google Now, not working (this is because the launcher needs to be installed as a
system app for it to work). You can still access Google Now by pressing the G button once to open searches and then G again to launch Google Now. Update: While first trying to open the wallpaper selector would force close the launcher, you can now install Wallpaper Picker APK to fix nexus launcher force close bug. ZIP: the better methodIf you want
nexus launcher to work properly, you need to flash the Nexus Launcher zip file via TWRP. This will not only enable swiping for Google Now, but it will also stop the wallpaper selector from forcing close the launcher. This is obviously the better method, but if you really don't want to install a non-Google Play app, you can always use the Nova Launcher
approach we shared earlier for a very similar experience. Be sure to grab the 2016 Nexus wallpapers as well. The file comes courtesy of Nate Benis on Google+. Do you like the new Nexus Launcher? Better or worse than the current approach? Every link I click on logs out. On the pdf page, no link will download with out to log me out. I log back in and click
on the link just to be logged out again and told that I can not download until I log on. It's a cycle. In both safari and firefox. If you can't give me what I paid for, end my contract. From reading the forums you do not offer service or fix the problem. This was a great site when it was a resource and functional. Ever since it became a paid website, it's gone down the
hill. I have screenshots of the problems if necessary. thanks -Aaron Koscielniak So I wondered what the best method to run something like, oh I don't know, a sausage. I thought about compressed gas, but I'm open to other ideas. This is Oxygen OS Open Beta 1 for 7 and 7 Pro Including changes are full screen gestures, Game space, Smart Display and
more. Stable versions of Android 9 are available if you need to roll back software. It seems that the rumors were true and that OnePlus has decided to let OnePlus 7 and 7 Pro owners into Android 10 fun on the same day that Google launched final build for Pixel owners. Fan favorite phones have received many updates since its launch earlier this year, and
beta versions of Android 10 have been available for a few months. Now phones get Open Beta releases on the same day as Google's receive a stable update. In a one post, OnePlus released Oxygen OS Open Beta 1 for OnePlus 7 Pro and 7. With this release, there are the expected bug fixes from previous developer preview builds, as well as some
additional Oxygen OS features. Changelog System Upgraded to Android 10 - Brand new UI design Improved privacy placement permissions New customization feature in Settings allow you to select icon shapes to display in Quick Settings Full screen gestures Added inward swipes from the left or right edge of the screen to return Added a bottom navigation
bar to allow switching to the left or right of recent apps Playspace New Game Area feature now joins all your favorite games in one place for easier access and better gaming experience Smart screen Supported intelligent information based on specific times, locations and events for Ambient Display (Settings - Display - Ambient Display - Smart Display)
Message Now possible to block spam of keywords for Message (Messages - Spam - Settings - Blocking settings) Known problems Program compatibility problems Low probability of system delay and stability problems As with all beta software , loading these builds on a daily driver done with caution. If necessary, OnePlus includes process and software
links to roll back to stable Android. We can earn a commission for purchases using our links. get more information. More.
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